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Coco Chanel
Zodiac sign: Leo · Ascendant: Sagittarus

YOUR GENERAL PROFESSIONAL TYPE
You are especially suited for production, continuity and line management. You
have a strong will. You are result-oriented, dedicated to the development of
tangible or intellectual capital. You have a top manager personality. You are a
pioneer and inspirator. You are at home in the public space, in dialogue and in
partnering. You have a balanced set of purposes. Work is a means to reach
personal fulfilment for its own sake, but you also aim to create personal wealth
and to contribute something meaningful to society.

You are a Monarch. You show loyalty to people (while expecting the same from
them in return), but are independent, possibly rigid and subjective as a thinker.
You have a natural authority and can inspire and encourage others.

YOUR CORE SELF / PRIMARY ASPECTS
You are a Visionary and a typical generalist rather than specialist. You are an
idealist and your view is "live and let live". You are a good communicator. You are
suited for work in export or dealing with globalization in a broader way. You may
give other people hope.
Dynamic expansion is your middle name. You consider the present as less
important than the future. You may invite dissent or debate in the outside world.

YOUR CORE SELF / ADDITIONAL ASPECTS
You are a good strategist or politician. You learn a lot through meeting and
partnering with others. You have a talent for publishing, for performing in public
and possibly for painting, drawing or design.
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Coco Chanel
Zodiac sign: Leo · Ascendant: Sagittarus

YOUR CORE TALENTS / GENERAL
You have a strong urge to be independent and self-sustaining. You have a strong
drive to act, and tend to be self-willed.
You are a guiding force behind the screen. You have the talent to be a trainer or
coach. You may hold power of attorney, or engage in investigations. Research &
Development is another suitable discipline for you.
You are forthwith in matters of life and death. When dealing with matters, you
are proud to leave no stone unturned.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / DOING
You can be a good District Attorney, litigator, or key relationship manager. You
have strong feelings towards what you consider to be your tribe and you will
defend it no matter what.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / THINKING
You may manage other people's talents and assets. You can be a trusted advisor
in times of distress. You are good at uncovering hidden motives and
machinations. Work is essential for you. You learn from experience. You work well
with your hands. You communicate well.

SOME STRENGTHS...AND CHALLENGES
You have the ability to regenerate and start completely anew time and again.
You have considerable can-do energy which you should carefully direct to wellchosen goals. You should acknowledge your interest in the cycle of life and death
of all living matter. You might experience a struggle between a desire for
freedom and independence and the need to take care of mundane, day-to-day
matters. You are good at looking both backward and forward. You can become
master of your own life. You may get along really well with public authorities - or
become one yourself.
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Coco Chanel
Zodiac sign: Leo · Ascendant: Sagittarus

YOUR WAY OF ASSET BUILDING
You carry on relentlessly for wealth creation and material security. Next to
monetary remuneration, immaterial compensation is of high importance to you
as well. You are constantly on the outlook for new deals and cooperations. You
are into experimenting with new revenue models.
You are good at foreign trade. You can make money with visionary ideas, as a
keynote speaker or (course) program developer.
You have an antenna for the contemporary popular taste. The community might
be quite eager to acquire your products. You are socially well integrated and riskaverse.

YOUR TYPE OF WORKING LIFE
You are highly adaptive at the workplace, but you have limited patience and you
need lots of variety. You are idea-driven and good at learning on-the-job.
Your work involves a good deal of speaking and writing. You may be active in
trade, transport, telecom or the press.
You can be a problem-solver or crisis-manager. You may be a psychiatrist. Or you
may be an inventor, technician or engineer. You are also suited to be an insurer
or notary.
You are good at resource utilization and risk management. Conditions may be or
have been harsh at times. You may work too hard.

YOUR PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Increase your risk appetite, accept the transitory quality of all life and earthly
possessions and you may see your security and assets grow.
The secure home base should not be an end in itself but a support to make your
mark in society.
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Coco Chanel
Zodiac sign: Leo · Ascendant: Sagittarus

YOUR RESULTS
You are goal-oriented and operationally strong. You are highly flexible and
adaptive in your goal-setting. Your goals may be greatly mental and spiritual.
Your destination is in harmonizing and bridging gaps between people, parties and
interests. Your destination is determined by your fundamental ability to work for
a legacy which may alter the spirit of a coming era. You are cut out to develop or
protect other people's talents, interests and assets. Your career path may well be
atypical or even controversial.
You strive for balance, arrangement and harmony in everything you do. You risk
working too hard for too little or may need to cross an investment 'valley of tears'
before returns materialize.

YOUR GENERAL ROLE IN SOCIETY
Broadly, your position is in the Social stage between the earlier Individualist and
later Governance stage. In the Social stage, the ego meets the outside world.
More specifically, yours is the Fulfillment phase. This phase stands for insight
into what is meaningful and for conscious participation. You achieve synthesis
instead of ambiguity. You deliver tangible concepts.
Within this phase, you have the position of Unifier. You connect people by
focusing on common values and broadly shared sentiments and beliefs. Famous
persons with this Unifier position are Jamie Oliver, Coco Chanel.

YOUR ABILITY TO HELP OTHERS
You have a talent to help others express themselves.
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